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tracker12...you are on target!
If you are sensitive to the expected behavior...stay away. If you want to encourage and educate the youth...this
will not be the time or the place. Do it as addictedangler outlined above...to receptive audiences.
Opening Day, at Boiling Springs, will be like watching an episode of The Walking Dead. Carnival atmosphere.
Choose what you watch and expose children to.
I was at the Children's Lake Sunday and spoke to addictedangler and Roland. I counted 10 fish belly up on the
bottom. A friend of mine wanted to participate in the mentoring event the day before...but, I was not able.
From past experience with this location, Children's Lake, "Opening Day" is soooooo much worse than the
"Mentor Day". It will be a "Zoo" as tracker12 said. It will be a whole-sale slaughterhouse. All the fish that where
stocked will be gone the first weekend of the season. There will be dead fish in the "Run" catch-and-release
down stream from the lake.
The lake is completely devoid of plant life this year due to a very aggressive water level drawdown to freeze/kill
off. The stocked fish are schooled swimming around in a 20 foot wide circle with nowhere to hide. There are 2
palomino among the group. One of the fish, a 20+ inch fish (picture attached), will have no less than 200 people
fighting over who gets to snag it first. People will be throwing pellets identical to the those the fish ate at the
hatchery. There will be boats on top of the fish. They will be eating hot dogs from the weenie stand.
If this upsets you...avoid it.
But, continue to work to change it!
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